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Carta al editor

Treatment of peri-implantitis with laser: a promising future?
Tratamiento de la periimplantitis con láser: ¿Futuro prometedor?
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Dear Editor:

Dental implants are widely used worldwide for tooth replacement and have become the gold
standard in dentistry.(1,2) However, with increased use as come more complications.(3) Recent
studies have reported that between 2.7 % and 47.1 % of all implants have peri-implantitis.(4,5) Two
types of inflammatory problems can occur around an implant due to infection: mucositis and
periimplantitis. Mucositis is an inflammation of the mucosa surrounding the dental implant with
no signs of bone loss after the initial process of bone remodeling. If mucositis is not well
resolved, then it can progress to periimplantitis –an inflammatory process in both the mucosa
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and all the hard tissues surrounding an osseointegrated implant. This also results in a progressive
loss of the bone tissue supporting the tooth.(6) Periimplantitis is diagnosed via bleeding on probing
and radiographic evidence of loss of bone support beyond the bone tissue that is initially lost
once the implant and prosthetic crown are installed. Other clinical signs of suppuration include
probing depths greater than 5 mm and/or recession of the peri-implant mucosa.(4,5,6)
The main objective of periimplantitis treatment is to resolve the inflammation and/or infection, to
stop disease progression, to regenerate the peri-implanted surrounding tissues lost and to achieve
re-osseointegration on the surface of the affected implant(6) by decontaminating the surface and
elimination of the biofilm and bacterial endotoxins.(7) However, this goal is very difficult to
achieve, and non-surgical mechanical therapy alone is only sufficient against mucositis. Moreover,
the Sixth European Periodontics Workshop established a consensus that non-surgical therapy when
used alone was not effective in the treatment of perimplantitis.(8) Periimplantitis is complex to
treat, and a recent review concludes that the long-term evidence for regenerative procedures in the
treatment of periimplantities is limited.(6)
Different therapies have been described for decontamination of the surface of an implant including:
antibiotic therapy (different systemic antibiotics), mechanical therapy (plastic curettes, abrasive
air, ultrasound with plastic tips), and chemical therapy (chlorhexidine gel, tetracycline, citric acid,
hydrogen peroxide, stannous fluoride and phosphoric acid 35 %). Photodynamic therapy and laser
therapy (Er: YAg, ER, CR: YSGG, ND: YAG, CO2 and diode) have also been used.(9,10,11,12)
Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) therapy is currently receiving
special attention due to their versatility. Different applications have been described including
incision, soft tissue removal, pigmentation removal, periodontal treatment, decontamination of
dental implants, etcetera.(12)
Lasers can irradiate the entire surface of an implant –especially in rough and uneven areas where
mechanical instruments cannot easily access. The laser not only eliminates bacteria, but also
inactivates different bacterial toxins.(9) Thus, laser therapy remains a promising dental tool, but
longitudinal and better-controlled trials are still needed to validate this approach.(9,11,12)
A 2017 study showed a significant reduction in the clinical parameters of periimplantitis (probing
depth, bleeding and plaque index) via a Nd: YAG laser in conjunction with a mechanical therapy
in a control group at 3 months. However, there was no significant difference at six months. This
finding might indicate that patients with periimplantitis require periimplant support therapy every
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three months, i.e., both mechanical and Nd:YAG laser therapy for the maintenance of their dental
implants.
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